
INNOVATIVE CLOTHING
FOR GLIDER PILOTS



GOLF ¾ PILOT TROUSERS

GOLF is a high-performance ¾ pilot trousers, developed especially for 
the requirements of the ambitious pilot. With its versatile, sophisticated 
features the pilot trousers makes no compromises in providing optimal 
support for your while flying.

 Material: Breathable stretch fabric
 Product: GOLF
 Colours: Cloudy White, Foggy Grey, Base Blue and Night Blue
 Cut: Women & Men
 Weight: 400 grams
 Sizes: XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL

A Raised cut around lower back
Protects against hypothermia

B Integrated Velcro belt
For the perfect fit without an extra belt

C Zipped trouser pockets
Never lose a thing

D	 Extra-long	fly	zip
To ease responding the call of nature

E UV protection
SPF 50+ protects against UV rays

F Zipped front and side pockets
Four pockets for quick access

G Adjustable hem
Elastic cord to keep trousers in place.

«Sophisticated clothing for optimal performance»
Bert Schmelzer, World Champion 2014
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Raised cut around lower back
to protect against hypothermia
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GOLF ¾ PILOT TROUSERS

FABRIC BREATHABLE	&	ABRASION	RESTISTANT
The ¾ pilot trousers are made of a robust and breathable material, 
which features a woven texture on the inner side that more quickly wicks 
moisture from the body. These light pilot trousers are comfortable 
to wear and guarantee the perfect body temperature, even in hot weather. 
The trousers are made from 94% nylon and 6% elastane.

CUT ERGONOMIC	&	DESIGNED	FOR	FLYING
The ergonomic shape of the ¾ pilot trousers is designed for the reclined 
flying position of the glider pilot. The integrated and adjustable Velcro belt 
ensures the perfect fit. The ¾ length covers the knees, even in a glider, 
protecting them against harmful UV rays.

Front pockets provide plenty of 
room for personal accessories

Easy bladder relief thanks to the 
25 cm long fly zip
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Adjustable hem so that the 
trousers stay in place.

G

Quick and easy access to your 
equipment

F

«Clothing	designed	by	glider	pilots	for	glider	pilots»
Mathias Schunk, multiple European record holder

Adjustable Velcro belt for the 
perfect fit
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Are	you	unsure	what	size	to	choose?
Call	us	or	send	us	an	email.	We’ll	be	happy	to	help!

SIZE	CHART ¾ PILOT TROUSERS

To ensure you get the right size, please measure as follows: place the measur-
ing tape horizontally rather than tightening it around your body. Please not 
that all measurements are provided in centimetres (cm).

F Waist
Measure your waist where the waistband of your trousers normally sits. The 
best way to obtain an accurate measure is to use a pair of well-fitting trousers 
and measure your waistline just above the waistband.

Size XS S M L XL XXL
Waist size (cm) 73 – 78 79 – 84 85 – 90 91 – 96 97 – 102 103 – 108
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MILVUS DESIGNED FOR FLYING



Worldwide	delivery
Prices on request

Free	delivery
from	80	€	/	100	CHF	

Size Change
Within	30	days	of	receipt

Returns	&	refunds
Within	14	days	of	receipt

Flying	safety
Advice
Your safety is important to 
us. We therefore ask that you 
study the safety advice that 
accompanies our clothing 
carefully.
www.milvus.aero/safety

Product guarantee
2	years

MILVUS GLIDING CLOTHING

High Quality textiles, innovative functionality, elaborate details: 
MILVUS is the first glider pilots’ clothing label for high performance.

MILVUS gliding clothing offers optimal comfort with fine-tuned 
ergonomics and guarantees even more fun during flying!

Milvus Apparel LLC

Breitli 6
6072 Sachseln
Switzerland

T+	41	41	511	35	65
F+	41	41	511	35	66

info@milvus.aero
www.milvus.aero

Visit our Website
www.milvus.aero

Like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/milvus.aero

Follow us on Instagram
www.instagram.com/milvusaero

Subscribe to our newsletter
www.milvus.aero/newsletter

Order	Online	now!
www.milvus.aero/shop


